The advent of the network, or "cluster," of modern personal computers has enabled prestack 3D "wave equation" methods, such as common-shot migration, to become practical alternatives to standard Kirchhoff depth migration. Clusters have overcome hardware limitations (cost-effective memory and speed) that previously limited the widespread use of these wave equation algorithms.
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Prestack Kirchhoff migration is efficient and easily adapts to various data acquisition geometries, while its steep-dip and high-resolution imaging capabilities are unparalleled. Traveltime calculations, typically by ray tracing, are fundamental to conventional Kirchhoff migration. However, propagating wavefronts become complicated when traveling through complex geology; for example, a simple spherical wave propagating near its source eventually separates into several (or many) distinct "branches" as the wave encounters large lateral velocity variations. Computing 3D traveltime fields that faithfully represent such wave propagation and actually using these in 3D Kirchhoff migration is difficult and computationally expensive. Conventional Kirchhoff migration instead uses simplified, single-valued traveltime fields produced by criteria such as first arrival or maximum energy. Where several raypaths encounter a grid node, for example, the maximum-energy criterion selects the traveltime from the raypath with largest amplitude. The singlevalued traveltime approximation may be poor in complex geology, where the traveltime fields really are multibranched or multivalued.
Prestack wave equation imaging, on the other hand, such as finite difference common-shot migration, uses numerical modeling of the one-way wave equation instead of ray tracing. These wave equation methods can be more accurate than ray methods for modeling wave propagation in complex media. The result can be a superior image in areas of complex geology, such as beneath salt bodies. The most serious limitation of these one-way wave equation methods is that they are dip-limited relative to Kirchhoff methods, especially for strong lateral velocity variations. Most of today's prestack wave equation methods use accurate "dualdomain" techniques to solve the one-way wave equation. Dual-domain techniques, for example, may perform part of their operations in the space-frequency domain and part in the wavenumber-frequency domain. These algorithms can obtain higher-quality, steeper-dip wave extrapolation operators than possible with single-domain methods. This accuracy, however, has its price-the additional and significant computational cost of repeatedly transforming the wavefields between the two domains with multidimensional Fourier transforms. Dual-domain wave equation migration is a topic of current research activity within the geophysical processing community.
In this paper, we compare the subsalt imaging capabilities of maximum-energy Kirchhoff migration with an implementation of dual-domain 65°finite difference, common-shot migration. Our study uses data acquired over a salt diapir in the West Delta area of the Gulf of Mexico. By examining migration impulse responses, we seek insights into the results obtained by migrating the West Delta data. Because impulse responses reveal actual imaging operators, they are useful for comparing different methods and for observing how the quality of a migration operator responds to changes in migration parameters. Kirchhoff migration of the West Delta data produced a clear image of the entire salt body but was unable to reveal subsalt reflectors because of the numerous strong subsalt imaging artifacts that it generated. Because common-shot migration is dip limited relative to Kirchhoff, it did not image the steepest flanks of the diapir; however, it did produce a quiet subsalt region with visible subsalt reflectors. Our impulse response tests suggest that better steep-dip imaging may be obtained with a more computationally demanding migration operator.
Acquisition and velocity estimation. The seismic data were acquired in the West Delta area of the Gulf of Mexico ( Figure  1 ). The survey area occupied approximately 120 miles 2 , and the data were acquired in swaths using ocean-bottom ref- erenced receivers. Figure 2 illustrates the receiver geometry superimposed on a 3D representation of the West Delta salt diapir. Twenty receiver lines (black in the figure) ran from north to south across the survey. The distance between receiver lines was 1650 ft, with a receiver spacing along each line of 330 ft. A single swath consisted of two adjacent receiver lines with five parallel north-south source lines in between. Source line spacing was 330 ft and sources fired every 110 ft. A swath was advanced to its next position by moving the westernmost receiver line 3300 ft east; thus, a single receiver was "live" for 10 source lines. The maximum source-receiver absolute offset so obtained was 20 000 ft. Acquisition used approximately 84 000 source locations and 5100 receiver locations, generating about 16 million traces. We created a second data set by discarding every other trace in the original data, giving an effective source spacing of 220 ft along source lines. In the imaging discussions below, we refer to the two data sets as the original and the subsampled data. The migrated image grid represented in all figures uses inline (east-west) spacing of 165 ft and crossline (north-south) spacing of 110 ft.
We performed migration velocity analysis using iterative 3D tomographic inversion (Docherty et al., 2000) , after the salt body was located with a conventional "salt flood" procedure using 3D Kirchhoff depth migration. Finite difference, common-shot migration algorithm. The original (space-frequency domain) 65°finite difference migration algorithm has been around for many years (Claerbout, 1985 and Lee and Suh, 1985) . This algorithm could accurately extrapolate waves (in 2D) to angles of 65°, thus its name. The imaging principle that allowed this algorithm to be used for prestack common-shot migration was known even earlier (Claerbout, 1976) . The original method had limited use, however, for steep dip 3D migration, primarily because the splitting approximation used in its derivation caused large propagation errors in 3D. Zhiming Li subsequently developed an error-correction filter that, when repeatedly applied during the finite-difference extrapolation, could compensate for the splitting error as well as other errors (Li, 1991) . The result was a dual-domain method that greatly improved steep dip accuracy. The Li error-correction filter employs multiple reference velocities via the phase shift plus interpolation algorithm (Gazdag and Sguazzero, 1984) . In principle, using more reference velocities in the Li filter provides better steep dip accuracy. The dual-domain method uses an alternating sequence of finite difference extrapolation, in the space-frequency domain, and Li error-correction filter application, in the wavenumber-frequency domain. This requires repeated applications of 2D Fourier transforms to transform the wavefields between the two domains. These transforms typically consume at least half the computer time of an entire migration run, and computational cost increases as the number of reference velocities increases. Thus, attaining improved accuracy and steeper dips with the dual-domain method requires longer computation times than a single-domain algorithm (e.g., finite-difference migration without the Li filter). In this paper, we show results from the 65°finite difference, common-shot 3D migration, with a multiple reference velocity, Li error-correction filter.
Impulse responses and the imaging operators. An impulse response is the migrated image produced from a single input seismic trace. Impulse responses enable comparisons of the actual operators used by different migration methods and are useful for parameter selection. We present several 3D impulse responses that represent the imaging operators used in the West Delta migrations. The impulse responses were made using a single 5-40 Hz synthetic wavelet placed at time 2.5 s. Source and receiver locations for the impulse trace, in the inline and crossline coordinates, were approximately (225, 464) and (225, 473) respectively. This choice placed the source and receiver just south of the salt mass (Figure 2 ), and created a source-receiver offset of 1000 ft. In Figures 3-7 , we display a vertical plane, containing inline 225 and a range of crosslines, for several 3D impulse responses. In these figures, the horizontal axis indicates the crossline number and the vertical axis the depth in kft. Figure 3 is the impulse response for Kirchhoff migration with maximum-energy traveltimes. The impulse response lacks the characteristic headwave that would occur with traveltimes made by a first-arrival eikonal equation solver. Instead, it contains two stronger events: a wave that propagated entirely within the sediments and a wave that trans- mitted from the sediments into the salt. The figure illustrates the steep-dip response of Kirchhoff migration. It also shows minor artifacts near the boundary of the two events that were caused by traveltime interpolation across regions where the traveltime function changed abruptly. These artifacts are local and do not usually degrade the imaging. Figure 4 is the impulse response for finite difference, common-shot migration where the Li error-correction filter used only one reference velocity. The impulse response was computed using computation grid spacings in the inline, crossline, and depth directions of 165 ft, 110 ft, and 30 ft, respectively. The impulse response shows considerable numerical dispersion (ringing), loss of steep dips (for crosslines higher than 500), and weak transmission into the salt, all resulting from the inability of a single reference velocity to correct the finite differencing errors in the presence of strong lateral velocity variation. The operator of this impulse response was used for our first West Delta migration. Figure 5 is the impulse response for finite difference, common-shot migration where the Li error-correction filter used up to three reference velocities (chosen dynamically at each depth). The impulse response was computed using a computation grid with spacings of 82.5 ft, 110 ft, and 30 ft-that is, half the inline spacing used previously. Migrating with this operator would take about three times longer than with the operator of Figure 4 . The impulse response shows a higher-quality operator, with better steep dips, less numerical dispersion, and stronger transmission into the salt than the impulse response of Figure 4 . Figures 4 and 5 also show other arrivals, such as a weak headwave near crossline 440 and several "forward reflections" between crosslines 450 and 480. Forward reflections represent waves propagating in the sediments and reflecting (downward) from the salt-sediment boundary. These additional arrivals are predicted by the one-way wave equation and might enhance imaging in the region near the salt-sediment boundary. The operator of this impulse response was used for our second migration of the West Delta data. Figure 6 shows the effect of reducing the crossline grid spacing. Here, the finite difference, common-shot migration used a computation grid with spacings of 82.5 ft, 55 ft, and 30 ft. As in Figure 5 , up to three reference velocities were used for the Li filter. Migrating with this operator would take about seven times longer than with the operator of Figure 4 . Comparing Figures 5 and 6 shows that the reduced crossline spacing reveals a more uniform wavelet and less numerical noise, especially for the steep dips. The impulse response near crosslines 400 and 520 shows this well.
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Although the operator of Figure 6 was better than that of Figure 5 , we chose not to use it because of its higher computational cost. We have examined other, more computationally demanding operators, and observed that steep dips, approaching that of the Kirchhoff migration, may be obtained by using more reference velocities, and less noisy operators may be obtained by using finer computation grids. The ultimate dip limit of the dual-domain finite-difference migration operator, in the presence of strong lateral velocity variation, however, is a current research topic and is beyond the scope of this paper. Figure 7 shows one example though, which was created using the same parameters as Figure 6 , but with up to six reference velocities in the Li filter. The long wavelength event (or artifact) that appears in Figure 7 , at crossline 450 and depth 8.5 kft, is 5-10 times weaker than the main impulse response events. Migrating with this operator would take almost 10 times longer than with the operator of Figure 4 .
Kirchhoff imaging. We applied Kirchhoff 3D prestack depth migration, with maximum energy traveltimes, to the subsampled data set and imaged the central target inline 225. We imaged frequencies in the range 0-65 Hz. Figure 8 shows the migrated image, with a velocity model overlay. Kirchhoff migration imaged all dips well, except within the entire subsalt region, where strong migration artifacts completely dominated. The subsalt artifacts are a consequence of the simple, single-arrival operator of standard Kirchhoff migration (Figure 3) , a phenomenon that is well known (Geoltrain and Brac, 1993) .
Finite difference, common-shot imaging. The computational cost for common-shot migration is proportional to the number of shots, because each shot must be migrated separately. Our West Delta survey contained considerably fewer receiver locations than source locations, and so we invoked acoustic reciprocity and migrated common-receiver gathers.
Our first migration used the subsampled data, as did the Kirchhoff migration, and only one reference velocity for the Li error-correction filter. We migrated frequencies from 5-40 Hz and independently imaged, and then summed, all 5100 common-receiver gathers. The parameters were the same as those used to construct the impulse response of Figure 4 , and were selected for fast computation time. The image ( Figure 9 ) does not reveal the steepest flanks of salt, but it does show a quiet subsalt region with some visible subsalt reflector imaging (see the subsalt region between crosslines 400 and 500). The simpler base of salt image in Figure 9 suggests that the original base of salt (picked from a grid of Kirchhoff migration target lines) may not be correct below 20 kft.
A second migration was run to assess the improvements made possible by using multiple reference velocities in the Li error-correction filter. This time we imaged the original data set with a reduced inline grid spacing and we allowed the migration to use up to three reference velocities for the Li error-correction filter. The parameters were the same as for the impulse response of Figure 5 . Also, just 3000 of the original 5100 common-receiver gathers were imaged and then summed. These 3000 receivers were spaced uniformly across the survey area. (We observed that contributions from additional receivers produced only slight improvements in the signal-to-noise ratio.) The image ( Figure 10 ) shows improved steep-dip salt flank imaging, relative to our previous migration. It also shows better sediment truncation at the top of salt, such as at crossline 265, depth 13.5 kft. The subsalt region is quieter; for example, the noise between depths 22 and 28 kft at crossline 450 on Figure 9 is not present on Figure 10 . There are also more coherent events imaged in the subsalt region on Figure 10 than on Figure 9 . Figures 11 and 12 are zooms of the subsalt regions of Figures 8 and 10 , respectively. These figures show the improved subsalt imaging obtained from the finite difference migration relative to the Kirchhoff migration.
Conclusions.
We have compared the subsalt imaging capabilities of maximum-energy Kirchhoff migration and 65°f inite difference, common-shot migration on a 3D marine seismic survey from the West Delta area of the Gulf of Mexico. (We actually migrated common-receiver gathers using the acoustic reciprocity principle.) Maximum-energy Kirchhoff migration produced high-quality images of the steep-dip flanks of the salt, and of the sediments above and adjacent to the salt, which made it particularly useful for salt flooding during the velocity model building. However, the Kirchhoff migration was not effective in imaging the subsalt region, which it instead filled with strong migration artifacts. The finite difference migrations produced significantly fewer artifacts in the subsalt region, and (weakly) imaged some subsalt reflectors. Imaging quality improved when multiple reference velocities were used in the Li error-correction filter. We did not obtain a strong subsalt image from the common-shot migration however, which we attribute to three possibilities: the base of salt in the velocity model may not be correct; the subsalt region may not have been sufficiently illuminated; or we may need a higher-quality, more computationally demanding, finite-difference operator.
The most serious limitation of the finite difference, common-shot migration, is its dip limitation. Impulse response tests with our West Delta velocity model suggest that better steep-dip accuracy may be obtained from the commonshot migration by simultaneously increasing the number of Li error-correction filter reference velocities and reducing the computational grid intervals, but these improvements come at higher computational cost. Impulse response tests suggest that for this model we may obtain an impulse response with steep dips approaching that of the Kirchhoff migration by allowing up to six reference velocities and using inline and crossline computational grid spacings of 82.5 ft and 55 ft, respectively. Migrating with these parameters would require a computation time increase of almost a factor of 10 compared to the run that produced the (single reference velocity) image in Figure 9 .
In summary, the finite difference, common-shot migration was able to produce a better image of the subsalt region than Kirchhoff migration and thus may prove a more effective subsalt exploration tool. The dip limit for common-shot migration can be increased by incurring a larger computational burden, which is becoming easier to do now that CPU speeds are in the 2-3 GHz range.
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